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About This Game

Those familiar with the series of games «Heroes of Might and Magic», will see the obvious parallels in this game, and an old
style but story: the valiant savior, the hero, to become the king's son in law, and, of course, get a half a kingdom. It was then

down to business and taken our mammonish protagonist.

There is a huge world, shrouded in mist unknown castles, islands, immense sea, all kinds of buildings and complete freedom of
action. The huge map has dungeons, castles and other buildings, as well as a large number of units, against which we have to

fight and we can recruit. Vampires, elves, dwarves, archers, peasants with pikes, dragons, golems and other vermin will
converge in fierce battles.

There are many different kinds of monsters, and every monster is well designed with its own features, such as regeneration of
troll, drain life of vampires, magic immune of black dragons etc., and moreover, all can be employed.
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It's surprisingly tough for such a simple game. It's great if you like fast-paced arcade games.. Practiced using KovaaK's first
watching this video https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=e8jjyjlwABs After 20 minutes I felt like I was warmed up Hopped on
Apex Legends Turns out this REALLY WORKS I don't get that warmed up till I play 10 games Which takes like 2 hours

TLDR: Buy it, It works... :D. Interesting little puzzle game about owls, a good time killer thatas for sure so ya, I can recommend
it!. Do you procrastinate so hard you dream of doing your chores using a machine you built that actually makes it more tedious
and longer to do the chore but you don't care because you're having fun?

Pajama \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Sam does. (This kid's a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing genius, I tell you.). Quite a nice
climatic game to play on a rainy night. It is an old school adventure (point and click) game but it acts more like telling a story
while most puzzles feel like a check if you follow the plot. Still it may hook you for long hours just to see what happens next.
Sad thing is that this game is supposed to be part 1 and ends with a cliffhanger. (Was Oscar really left forever tied under the
table? Haha... But it is enough for spoilers.) Unfortunately part 2 is not on the horizon yet but still remains a possibility
according to some information on the forum. Nevertheless the part 1 is still worth going through and it is about 14 hours of a
film noir style story without counting time being stuck on puzzles.
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what kind of game is this?!
puzzle's part note is little below the average, let's say 5/10:
- not so challenging.
- you can't add piece to piece, but you can't stick piece to it's place - no logic and chaos creating solution.
- puzzles are ugly (zombie theme can't justify it imo, this style don't create any mood), dumb and naive (showing ffinger to
zombies - seriously?!).
- you have to split your focus with some other nonsense activity.
- achievements are almost pointless, but mostly fair.

survive part note is below the... low, let's say 1,5/10:
- what for is this... something in a puzzle game?
- boring, monotonous and simply stupid in worst possible way.
- achievements are simply bad, the way too challenging (almost 2 hours with no pause possibility, of the most stupid grind i
saw).
- both (yes, there are 2!) weapons are bad: shooting is non effective, grenades are stupid to aim.
- nothing interesting here, (graphic is poor, music and sounds are poor, idea is weak, weapon choice is almost none) nothing!
- did anyone tested it in any way?. I got this game thinking it would be a funny joke game. BOY WAS I WRONG!

There is so much to this game I am actually shocked. The gameplay mechanics are innovative and the combat system is
absolutely amazing. I love how I can choose to max out different skills on Dab Man's Skill Tree. (There are three main skills to
go into: health, endurance, and strength.) On my first playthrough I went into strength completely and was able to dab so hard
that my enemies practically killed themselves. On my second playthrough I went into strength again. On my third playthrough I
went into health and was immune to the attacks used on Dab Man. On my fourth playthrough I went into endurance and was
able to simply run away from conflict. Of all the skill trees I reccomend endurance because dabbing doesn't drain your stamina.
I have now played the game over 100 times! I am still finding new dialogue patterns. I find that after talking to the supporting
charachter Mustache Trump Lady Man I am able to use my Trump points to buy new cosmetics. The only down side to this
game is the fanbase. I joined a server and was immidiately kicked for not speaking fluent Russian.

Это не моя вина, я не могу свободно говорить по-русски!

Overall 10/10 amazing game. If my hours on this account look low, it's because I was hacked.. I'm not a fan of Euroshmups or
horizontally-scrolling shmups. Felt like I had to grind for upgrades to win and the levels are very claustrophobic.
The control and resolution options are very barebones and by default the game only recognized my arcade stick with analog
controls; I used Steam's controller configuration to bind it to the keyboard arrow keys.. This game has an interesting concept. I
wish there was better execution. The mechanics are pretty funky.

  - The camera follows the cue ball
  - The cue stick follows the cue ball
  - Stripes are solid and solids are stripes.

Also, there are a fair amount of typos in the text.. Lots of optimization issues initially, but runs pretty smoothly now. Longtime
player of this game, dating back to its launch. Very fun game with lots of card variety. The open library that is your deck creates
an additional layer of strategy. Luck is still a component, but there is a great deal of tactical depth to deck-building.

Definitely recommend giving this a try if you like an interesting mix of tactics and deck-building.. good mechanics, nice
atmosphere and challanging gameplay. Like Stalker Online. And it's only in BETA.. The best Puzzle game since Stevens
Sausage Roll!

Take a unique but simmple mechanic, twist, squeeze, splice, dice and stretch it to maximise truly creative level design while
keeping true to the core mechanic. The goal is to cover all exposed orbs of light with a moveable box, seams easy enough..
WRONG!!

You often find yourself stareing at a level wondering how the hell you're going to be able to do it, sometimes you find yourself
thinking that its impossible. The beauty with games like this is that the answer is always just right in front of you, you just didn't
see it.
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There is no tutorial, but with a small amount of trial and error its easy to figure out the games core mechanics. Rarely does a
solution seem accidental and (Barring a few levels), it never feels like you're divulging in tedium.

Asethetically the game can be a bit jarring, static backdrops in harsh primary colours tend to strain the eyes a little, especially if
on the same level for a while. Similarly with the music - Its quite nice but its a short looped snippet (can get a bit annoying). But
these are only minor critisisms as the puzzles bring you so much joy (and frustration, joyous frustration)

If you're a fan of the puzzle genre you really can't miss out on this. The level design alone is genius, and the feeling you get
when solving a level is so warm. There are Six 9-level worlds with each world ramping up in difficulty. For the average player
there are at least 15 hours of gameplay and for under \u00a32.00 its a friggin STEAL

Just play it.. Utter garbage, you could make a better game in five minutes with GameMaker: Studio. Bland, boring, and insanely
repetitive gameplay; very cluttered and mismatched graphics; annoying and dull sound. Don't waste your money on this crap.
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